Index-Based Network Aligner of Protein-Protein Interaction Networks.
Network Alignment over graph-structured data has received considerable attention in many recent applications. Global network alignment tries to uniquely find the best mapping for a node in one network to only one node in another network. The mapping is performed according to some matching criteria that depend on the nature of data. In molecular biology, functional orthologs, protein complexes, and evolutionary conserved pathways are some examples of information uncovered by global network alignment. Current techniques for global network alignment suffer from several drawbacks, e.g., poor performance and high memory requirements. We address these problems by proposing IBNAL, Indexes-Based Network ALigner, for better alignment quality and faster results. To accelerate the alignment step, IBNAL makes use of a novel clique-based index and is able to align large networks in seconds. IBNAL produces a higher topological quality alignment and comparable biological match in alignment relative to other state-of-the-art aligners even though topological fit is primarily used to match nodes. IBNAL's results confirm and give another evidence that homology information is more likely to be encoded in network topology than sequence information.